
Senior Age Band Workgroup - Strategic Framework Development - As of 5/19/2021  

Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1: Objective 1: Strategy 1A: Activities Inputs

Determine and address gaps in 

current system to support 

county seniors aging well

Articulate a SMART Goal  

Specific

Measurable, Attainable 

Realistic, Time oriented 

Understand current 

environment for available 

services for Seniors

Strategy 1A:  

Create a resource map and make it available 

to Seniors

Metric: ?

Data Source: ?

Current State: ?

1A.1  Engage O3A, SHIBA, etc. to assess existing resource 

listings for county resources.  Identify what can be 

leveraged and integrated with additional information into a 

more comprehensive listing.  Coaelesce information;  create 

digital/web and print resources;   distribute; determine who 

is responsible for resource maintenance and the update 

/resdistribution schedule.

Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics: ?

Strategy 1B: Activities Inputs

Strategy 1B:

Improve access to social services through 

coalition building  

Metric: Decreased % of Elderly experiencing 

social isolation

Data Source: BRFSS?  Uof W?  O3A?

1B.1 

 Who collaborates to define the steps/actions for this 

strategy?  

Assess gaps in social service connection and address.

Support Elders maintaining engagement by retention of 

gate, strength, balance, and general mobility.

Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??
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Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1 - Cont'd: Strategy 1C: Activities Inputs

Determine and address gaps in 

current system to support 

county seniors aging well

Articulate a SMART Goal  

Specific

Measurable, Attainable 

Realistic, Time oriented 

Strategy 1C:

Implement community risk reduction 

programs    

Metric: Increased % of caregivers who are 

given respite

Data Source: ?

1C.1

Who collaborates to define the steps/actions for this 

strategy?   (03A…)

Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??
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Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1 - Cont'd: Objective 2: Strategy 2a: Activities Inputs

Determine and address gaps in 

current system to support 

county seniors aging well

Articulate a SMART Goal  Specific

Measurable, Attainable 

Realistic, Time oriented 

Support existing plans that 

strengthen senior services

Strategy 2A:

Ensure Senior Housing is addressed in county 

housing planning process and action plan

Metric: ??

Data Source: ?

2A.1  ?? Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??

Strategy 2B: Activities Inputs

Strategy 2B:  Work with Jefferson Transit to 

improve Senior Transportation access where 

gaps exist.

Metric: ?

Data Source: ?

Current State: ?

2B.1  Create Survey for Elders to define their transportation 

needs 

Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??

Strategy 2C: Activities Inputs

Strategy 2C:

Support WA state's Roadmap (name other 

plans?) to address dementia in Jefferson 

County

Metric: ??

Data Source: ?

2C.1  ?? Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??
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Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1 - Cont'd: Objective 2: Strategy 2D: Activities Inputs

Determine and address gaps in 

current system to support 

county seniors aging well

Articulate a SMART Goal  Specific

Measurable, Attainable 

Realistic, Time oriented 

Support existing plans that 

strengthen senior services

Strategy 2D:

Palliative Care…?

Metric: ??

Data Source: ?

2D.1  ?? Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??

Strategy 2E: Activities Inputs

Strategy 2E:

Finanical exploitation?

Metric: ?

Data Source: ?

Current State: ?

2E.1  ?? Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??

Strategy 2F: Activities Inputs

Strategy 2F:

Metric: ??

Data Source: ?

2F.1  ?? Identify individual to 

act as point of contact 

and coordination.

Metrics:  ??
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